West Coast League
Round 1 Power Rankings
So it begins, the West Coast League has seen the completion of its first
round and now his stinkyness is back to provide you the fans with his
power rankings! The power rankings will be reviewed after the completion
of each round. Feel free to let The Stinky Dwarf know what you think
of his rankings on the WAFFL facebook page.
1. Manic Mud Puppies
The Puppies opened their season with an emphatic win over the
Blacktongue Raiders, keeping a clean sheet whilst running into the
endzone three times. Elroy Ellison is already showing signs of being a
future star blitzer and fan favourite, with a solid efforts on both sides
of the ball. There was a bit of bad news for Lucas Garnett, with the
injury that saw him taken from the field proving to be worse than
initially reported.
2. Durak Stokal
A typically stolid outing from these rookie dwarves, with a nasty
defence and grinding offence. There were many knocked out beastmen and
even an interception by Redegar Goldseam, demonstrating to the crowd
that Nuffle favoured the bearded ones on the day. Fast Fredegar reaped
the glory with two touchdowns and it seems Coach Frosthammer is
looking to set up a dedicated scoring machine with Fast Freddy leading
the running attack.
3. Da Klan of Kliffhangahz
The Rex Ryan of the league, Coach Brookesy loves media attention and
loves to boast of the awesome the Kliffhangahz. After their first game,
Da Klan have backed up their coach’s braggadocio with a great game,
stingy on defence and proving to be a wrecking ball on offence, scoring
three touchdowns. Grip is Good had an outstanding game and the success
seems to have resulted in the much spoken of growth spurts Orcs
display after a good fight, errr game, with the black orc putting on
slabs of muscle and creating more work for the equipment goblins. The

only bad news for Da Klan was the loss of Dunna Worry I Got Zis for
the next game, obviously he will be the subject to much ribbing from his
team mates after being hurt by some pointy-eared grot-fondler on the
other team.
4. Gang Green Jets
So long as there aren’t any Buttfumbles, the Jets and their wily coach
should prove to be a force in the league. In their first game they
managed a solid win over the Tainted. The wight blitzer, Mummyhurt
Willkillson, proved a serious threat as it bashed its way through the
Tainted and earning the first of many MVPs (or so this reporter
thinks).
5. Western Grudgebreakers
The Grudgbreakers were saved from a draw due to the incompetence of
one player on the opposing team, but otherwise managed to not only win
on the scoreboard but also inflicted the only casualty of the game. Mind
you, that casualty saw Gorbaz dropped off at the local cemetery. Break
out player of the game was a lowly hobgoblin by the name of Mirth, who
not only managed to score a touchdown and a completion but also was
the ender of Gorbaz’s miserable existence – this is a hob-goblin to keep
your eye on fans, undoubtedly a future star!
6. Overdosis
This bunch of dark elves is only ranked this high due to their win by
forfeit. There have been many mutterings and grave concerns about a
team that dares to mock Nuffle by starting with no rerolls. Fortune
favours the bold they say, let’s hope Nuffle believes in such old adages
or these dark elves will be in for a torrid early season. We expect them
to be further down the power rankings as the season progresses.
7. Man-Terror Raiders
An impressive start to the season on the defensive side of the ball,
with the Raiders terrorizing the hapless Street Rats. The Rats were
battered from pillar to post but still managed to keep the game to a
draw, which must be a concern for Coach Watto as his offence failed to
capitalise on the grave-churning performance of his defence. One player
the fans should be looking to add to their fantasy teams is Smelly-It
Wighthead, a blitzer who seems destined to generate plenty of those
star player points.

8. Armadale A'holes
This team is led by an experienced coach, with Coach Darth bound to
bring out the best in these ladies. Although their first game resulted
in a draw (Nuffle loathes draws), their defence proved to be surprisingly
brutal, with the ladies bitch-slapping the Tru Bloods to the turf with
regularity. Leading the brutal defence was a young blitzer by the name
of Sirya, who managed to stomp her way to three casualties during the
game. On the offensive side of the ball, the team was guided around the
pitch by Jemma, who finished with 3 completions and if she keeps this up
could be vying for the most completions in the league by the end of the
season. The body of Annabel went missing after the game and there are
suspicions the Tru Bloods may have stolen it for their own nefarious
purposes.
9. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC
Although outplayed on defence by the A’holes, the Tru Bloods were able
to match them on the scoreboard. This resilience will hold them in good
stead for the rest of the season as they try to enhance their offence.
Their defence was led by Eric, who seems to be a particularly blood
thirsty blood sucker. On the offensive side of the ball, Bill proved to be
a real force (and a bit of a diva from all reports), scoring both
touchdowns. The team will be hampered in their next game, with three
thralls not available due to injury or death.
10. K Town Street Rats
Well that was a rude introduction to the league for the Rats, with
their team being beaten to all hell by the Raiders, with two players
forced into early retirement and another two providing food for the
local cemetery rats. The one shining light from the game was the
ability of Coach DaBlackSkull to hold the opposition to only one
touchdown as well as managing to tie up the game. Of the players left
on the roster, it looks like Speedy Bob will have to carry the offensive
workload.
11. Tennessee Tainted
The Tainted have indeed set themselves a challenge, trying to develop a
team of Nurgle lovers into a viable team in such a short season. They
had a tough loss against the Jets, although Epidemius has already
proven to Coach Brunificus that he is a pestigor on the rise, scoring
the team’s only touchdown and also managing to successfully throw the
ball - quite the feat for a slimy swampfreak!

12. Da Badland Bashers
This young band of greenskins had a harsh lesson in luck during their
first game, with Ragnag let down by his own hubris (rookie throwers
shouldn’t showboat!) and inability to correctly tie his bootlaces. The
team will be behind the eight ball in their next game with the loss of
Gorbaz, whose body has undoubtedly already been consumed by the team’s
pet squigs. After the first game there are no stand outs on the roster
but its early days yet.
13. Emerald Dragons
All I can say is that at least these elves turned up for the game. With
much of the league hoping the Dragons would shut Coach Brookesy up
with a good win over Da Klan, they proceeded to put in a weak-kneed,
pansy performance. Da Klan had their offence humming quickly and never
let the Dragons back into the game. The only high point for the
Dragons was their blitzer, Lersuoel, who actually managed to hurt one
of the fungus freaks on the opposing team, which earned him the MVP as
voted by his team mates.
14. Bloodclaw Ravens
A tough match up in their first league appearance as Chaos Chosen
teams rarely enjoy playing Dwarf teams this early in a league. The
attrition game really hampered the Ravens as the Stokal players took
great delight in knocking out most of the Ravens and grinding out both
halves. There was some concerns among the fans that the lack of
Chosen Blockers on the roster would make the team a little susceptible
to the more physical teams, but Coach AdvanceOp has tried to allay any
fears by publically stating that the Gods have a plan and as the
chosen of the gods, he will turn this team into a force to be feared!
15. Echo Beach Lightning
A forfeit for the first game! Where is the commitment? Where is the
testicular fortitude? Bet some bloody Elf Union rep made some hullabaloo
about player safety or some such nonsense and wouldn’t let them onto
the pitch – this is Blood Bowl folks, where player safety is an afterthought at best.
16. Blacktongue Raiders
Coach Roullette has is work cut out for him with this bunch of
unhinged greenskins. More interested in belting seven colours of poop out
of their human opposition, they completely ignored the ball. We expect
some head-cracking at upcoming training sessions as Coach Roullette
tries to educate these lumpheads about the finer points of Blood Bowl

and how Orcs really play the game! The most violent of the
Blacktongues proved to be Zogwort as he managed to work over Lucas
Gamet in such a violent fashion that the Puppies catcher will be
missing their next game.
There you have it folks, who will rise and who will fall after round
two?
Signed
The Stinky Dwarf
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